MSP OVERVIEW

Ivanti Partner Network –
Managed Service Provider (MSP)
As IT complexity continues to rise amidst internal
resource constraints, small and mid-sized companies
increasingly seek to outsource their endpoint

Benefits of Our MSP Program
Today’s MSPs are under relentless pressure to increase
staff productivity and drive profitable growth. To ensure

management, user management, IT security, and
mobility tasks to a single, trusted service provider.
Ivanti empowers Managed Service Providers (MSPs)
of all sizes to deliver on the promise of unified IT
efficiently through the industry’s most comprehensive
set of IT management and security tools, available in

the success of our MSP partners, the Ivanti MSP Program
provides the technical enablement capabilities and go-tomarket support needed to expand market share and
profitability successfully. The program delivers all the
resources you need to promote, deploy, manage, and
support a broad range of IT services. Please contact your

transferrable subscription licenses and a usage-based
billing model that maximizes your profitability.
Experience the power of multiple leading MSP

Ivanti Account Manager for more detailed information on
the program’s components

solutions from a single vendor partner.

Flexible license and billing
Effective go-to-market resources

Ivanti MSP Solutions

Enablement

The Ivanti MSP Program allows you to deliver a broad
range of services from a single source, with a consolidated
reporting engine. Leverage Ivanti MSP solutions to
manage one or more aspects of your customers’ IT
lifecycle, from identifying and inventorying all their
endpoints to managing help desks, improving the user
experience, securing and monitoring devices, delivering
patches and software, and much more.

“Ivanti has proven to be a strategic partner for our
business, enabling us to expand our customer
relationships with new service offerings. Their wide
range of endpoint solutions, flexible monthly
licensing model, and responsive support team have
had a positive impact on our managed services
business.”
— Sunil Bhatt CTO

Technical support and communications
Sales and tech resources
Technical support
Minimum license purchase requirements
Executed agreement
With the people, tools, and resources, Ivanti is focused on
delivering an experience that drives high success.
Consider us your guide to growth, and remember
that your successful experience with us is at the core of
our program.

Ready to Join Ivanti?

Complete your submission form here
IPN@ivanti.com
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